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Category :  Campaign of the Year  

Name of Campaign : #vorreiprendereiltreno (I’d like to take the train) 

Description of the campaign: 

In 2014 former Ministry of Education Maria Chiara Carrozza wrote a tweet saying that she was very 

happy to take a comfortable high speed train back home instead of using an official government car; she 

included the hashtag #ioprendoiltreno (I’m taking the train). Iacopo Melio, a young student from Tuscany 

with disability, quickly replied with a witty tweet, saying that trains are currently neither comfortable nor 

accessible to disabled people and ended his remark with the hashtag #vorreiprendereiltreno (I’d like to 

take the train). From this simple reply, the hashtag became a veritable catchphrase on Twitter and 

Facebook that spread over to other media, like newspapers and TVs, including channels such as Al 

Jazeera and English BBC. During the week of the election of the President of the Republic in Italy, 

#vorreiprendereiltreno was the most popular hashtag in the country. Millions of users and VIPs 

supported Iacopo, who then proceeded to start a non-profit to continue his fight.  

As of today he achieved many important results, both political (such as the commitment of the leading 

Italian train company Trenitalia to invest millions of Euros to improve accessibility in hundreds of train 

stations, collaboration with researchers from the Sant’Anna University in Pisa and President of Tuscany 

Enrico Rossi) and social (hundreds of people have supported his non-profit organization with their 

membership in less than a year), with increasing media visibility.  

The campaign which started as Iacopo’s personal “fight with a smile” eventually developed into a 

widespread shared effort. The goal is to increase awareness in people and decision makers of the 

difficulties people with reduced mobility face when completing even the most basic daily activities. The 

campaign has two targets: it aims at influencing decision makers on accessibility policies in Italy and, at 

the same time, it informs about this subject to foster awareness of accessibility related issues, to 

gradually correct misguided behaviours in people and promote respect and social inclusion. Through 

meetings, articles and workshops, #vorreiprendereiltreno is putting the spotlight on an issue that has so 

far been largely neglected. The campaign is currently low cost and is financially supported by private 

citizens (through membership in the non-profit organization, donations and financing social and 

awareness raising events) as well as small local sponsoring businesses  

Impact achieved by your Campaign: 

"Vorrei prendere il treno is a still ongoing campaign. 

Due to the fact that started on social media it has a strong multiplying effect by its nature: Iacopo first 

post in fact, has reached 6.000.000 among views and share counting only facebook and twitter. 



Several articles all listed in its website also reached a huge pool of citizens and about 1O media channels 

have interviewed Iacopo. Among these Italian national channel RAI, Al Jazeera and BBC. Several articles 

helped to raise awarness on the issue. 

The strong multiplying effect can be proved by the fact that Iacopo has been elected (through people 

votes) personality of the year for an important local (Tuscany) online magazine and was among the three 

finalists at the national competition 2014 tweet awards. 

Concerning its impact it basti be said that Iacopo's hashtag has been retweeted by tens of VIP and the 

high visibility brought decision makers at local level to contact him to find common solution to the 

problems. The biggest impact of #vorreiprendereiltreno stands in the fact that the national railway 

company plan to invest millions of euro to improve accessibility of Italian train stations. Specifically in 

Tuscany Trenitalia wants to make works to make accessible the 75% of the station in 1 year, while at 

national level works will be done in 264 stations. 

Moreover thausands of Italian got informed on how easier could be the life of disabled people if basic 

obstacles were removed." 

What makes the initiative innovative?  

"#vorreiprendereiltreno is a very innovative campaign. We can state this by analizyng its root and 

process. The campaign, targetting the problem of disabled people accessibility to public spaces, starts 

with a very unique approach that creates immediate empathy also among people that are not facing this 

problems. Iacopo starts this journey complaining about the impossibility to find love, a partner on the 

train, since that transportation mean is not accessible to him. 

""I am Single because of a train"" was his first post that has been shared and view millions of times. 

For the first time a disabled young person, targets a serious problem without any note and risk of raise 

feelings of pity and mercy but with lot of humor and putting rights at the center: I (we disabled people, we 

all) have the right to take a train, I (we) have the right to fall in love. 

In this way this campaign links with tenderness and self-irony love, disability, human rights.  

In fact after this first ""personal"" approach, the horizons of #vorreiprendereiltreno immeduately widen to 

the huge aspect of right to socialize, ciirculate and live a normal life. The so called right of inclusion. 

The second very innovative aspect is the bottom-up approach of this campaign: it was not planned and 

decided by an established and experienced organization but on the contrary a single person starts an 

avalanche bringing hundreds of people to create and support the organization founded after the big 

success of the Campaign, in order to capitalize the experience and visibility gained and build on it. 

The main innovative aspect of this campaign is the fact that gives the important message that individual 

can change things. Iacopo was one and he became a changemaker in its society and also across the 

Italian borders." 

Contribution to European values: 

"As said before, #vorreiprendereiltreno is a campaign that puts human dignity and human rights at the 

center. The rights to move (on an indirect way to a large extent stated also by Schengen), to access 

public spaces, right to inclusion, to participation and last but not least the right to love.  



A part from this focus, it goes without saying that this campaign has substantially contributed to the 

values of equality, non-discrimination, justice and solidarity"   

 

Website or promotional materials: 

www.facebook.com/vorreiprendereiltreno   

www.vorreiprendereiltreno.it  

Twitter : @prendereiltreno   

www.iacopomelio.com   

http://www.facebook.com/vorreiprendereiltreno
http://www.vorreiprendereiltreno.it/
http://www.iacopomelio.com/

